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though not by any means in an uninter- 
rupted upward curve. After .a brief 
period with Max Ascoli at  The Re- 
porter in 1954-55 he moved to 
Collier’s. (He also served a short stint 
at The New Republic under Henry 
Wallace just after the war, and has 
some telling comments on the “School 
of Liberal Journalism.”) When Col- 
lier’s folded just before Christmas 
1956, White struck out on his own. He 
wrote two best-selling novels, one of 
them a rendering of the fall of 
Collier’s, and from that experience de- 
veloped the idea of writing “History as 
Story,” viewing politics within the dra- 
matic context of men seeking and using 
power. The campaign of 1960 provided 
a mlendid omortunity: John Kennedy 

rare and valuable quality in our mod- 
e m  media culture. White knows that 
he sometimes romanticizes individual 
men, and he worries that he is also too 
attached to his country. He refers t o  
his unabashed patriotism as “my worst 
weakness as a professional journalist.” 
In some ways, perhaps so. Yet instinc- 
tively one prefers a man who cares too 
much to  one who maintains his profes- 
sional objectivity at  the cost of human 
sympathy and affection. White’s 
romanticism occasionally leads him 
astray, but he is certainly no  fool, and 
more often than not he puts his en- 
thusiasms to good uses. 

made a plauiible herd, Richard Nixon 
a more-than-plausible villain; and with 
these materials White’s skillful feel for 
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narrative and his exhaustive knowledge 
of American politics produced the 

(The Viking Press; 214 pp.; 

overwhelming success of The Making 
01 the President--1960. 

Oddly enough, the section on the 
Kennedy years is the weakest part of 
the present book. White, as he con- 
cedes, was then and is now entirely 
caught up in the Kennedy mystique. 
He tries hard to maintain analytical 
distance, but this is essentially the Ken- 
nedy of Camelot. John Kennedy was 
doubtless an attractive man, but it does 
his memory no real service to exag- 
gerate his accomplishments and dis- 
count his failures. White says it 
himself: “I still have difficulty seeing 
John F. Kennedy clear.” Myth-making 
aside, White offers little new on the 
1960 campaign. He belabors the religi- 
ous issue and gets into some uncharac- 
teristically overblown analysis that 
turns the Nixon-Kennedy race into a 
contest matching America’s Protestant 
culture against its Catholic culture. All 
in all, it seems clear that White covered 
the Kennedy ground better the first 
time around. 

It would be both uncharitable and 
unfair, however, to end this review on 
that note. In Search of History, taken 
whole, is a fine, instructive, and often 
touching book of memories. White is 
perhaps the premier political journalist 
of our time and this book shows why. 
His strength is not simply that he ob- 
serves and thinks and writes better 
than most people. He is also a decent 
man. His incapacity for cynicism is a 

George McKenna 

It is not entirely clear why Irving Howe 
has written this book. So much has 
been written on Leon Trotsky, notably 
the massive three-volume work by 
Isaac Deutscher, that one wonders 
whether this slim volume can say much 
more. What this really is, Howe says in 
his preface, is not a biography but a 
“political essay with a narrative foun- 
dation.” An essay, however, is organ- 
ized around a central thesis, and this 
book has none. The organization is 
roughly chronological rather than the- 
matic, and it reaches no  overall conclu- 
sions. 

Perhaps the book has a hidden for- 
mat. Howe admits that he came under 
the spell of Trotskyism in his youth, 
and, though he still remains a socialist, 
he finds himself farther and farther 
separated from Trotsky’s ideas. Never- 
theless, he considers Trotsky “a figure 
of heroic magnitude’’ and “one of the 
titans of our century.” What this book 
seems to be is a kind of dialogue be- 
tween Howe and himself, o r  perhaps 
between the youthful and mature 
Howe. The first Howe labors to build 
an equestrian statue while the second, 
no  less diligently, chips away at  .it till 
nothing remains but a pile of rubble. 
The reader comes to the end of the 
book not with a full understanding of 
the positive and negative features of 

We look forward, then, to the sec- 
ond book he promises us at the close of 
this one. As of 1963, where In Seurch 
of Hhtory leaves off, White could still 
describe himself as a standard 
American liberal. He  leaves enough 
hints in his reflective epilogue to  make 
us suspect that, while the Theodore 
White of today may still be a liberal, he 
is a considerably more ambiguous, 
even baffled one. After the storms and 
discontents of the Sixties and Seventies 
we are all a little bewildered in our 
politics. As he continues to  make sense 
of his own political wanderings, White 
should help the rest of us as well. 

Trotsky but with a sense of bewilder- 
ment: Why should we consider Trotsky 
“one of the titans of our century”? 

Take Trotsky’s “sensitivity,” which 
Howe believes sets Trotsky apart from 
all “vulgar Marxists.”. He notes that 
Trotsky was steeped in the classics of 
Russian literature and could interpret 
texts imaginatively and intelligently. 
Yes, says Howe, but he was also a rigid 
and doctrinaire Marxist-Leninist who 
was incapable of talking about a book 
without bringing his “petrified 
ideology’’ into the discussion. 

And what of Trotsky’s political 
“sensitivity”? Of all Trotsky’s polit- 
ical observations the one that is per- 
haps best remembered is his prediction 
that Lenin’s ditist methods would 
eventually lead to  one-man dictator- 
ship. This was indeed “striking,” 
Howe says, but perhaps not so pres- 
cient. Stalinism was a complex phe- 
nomenon, and any attempt to  account 
for it “through the working of an  ex- 
clusive cause, such as the Leninist doc- 
trine of organization, is likely to prove 
superficial.” Well, what was profound 
in Trotsky’s political writings? Cer- 
tainly not his hopes for proletarian 
revolutions in Spain and France during 
the 1930’s. Certainly not his insistence 
that the Second World War was simply 
another “imperialist war” in which the 



working class had no stake. 
What about Trotsky’s analysis of 

fascism? Howe is impressed by its 
originality. Trotsky avoided the stan- 
dard Marxist line that fascism was sim- 
ply the naked power of the big bour- 
geoisie, seeing it instead as a movement 
growing out of the petty bourgeoisie 
and the Lumpenproletariat. In 
retrospect, however, this does not seem 
like a very profound understanding of 
what was happening in the Twenties 
and Thirties. Howe identifies one of 
the critical weaknesses in Trotsky’s 
analysis: his failure to understand the 
uniqueness in totalitarian government, 
his blindness to the fact that something 
had evolved in Russia and Germany 
which resembled “neither the reality of 
capitalism nor the idea of socialism.” 

So what remains durable in 
Trotsky’s political writings? Perhaps 
his three-volume History of fhe Rus- 
sian Revolufion, which Howe calls “a 
work on the grand scale, epic in tone 
and proportion”? Epic or not, it is not 
very useful for anyone wanting a 
balanced and dispassionate account of 
the Revolution. “It seems more per- 
suasive as a work of imagination than 
of critical history,” Howe admits. But 
works of imagination also have to be 
judged by certain standards. They 
should, for example, have something 
to say about the human condition, they 
should appreciate the constants in hu- 
man nature and show some compas- 
sion for human weakness. By Howe’s 
own account these seem to be lacking 
in the Hisfory. “Of the problematic, 
the doubting, the hesitant, the 
tragic ... the History has little to say, ex- 
cept when it turns for a glance at the 
vanquished, and then mainly to dis- 
miss them as the refuse of history.” 

The refuse of history! Are we not 
justified in wondering about the 
“sensitivity” of people who use these 
expressions? Trotsky. Howe says, 
taught a lesson in moral courage. To 
see and hear him during the Thirties 
“was to learn the satisfaction of stand- 
ing firm by one’s convictions, to 
realize that life offers far worse things 
than being a minority.” But that is 
Howe’s morality, not Trotsky’s, as 
Howe acknowledges. People who con- 
sign losers to “the dustbin of history,” 
as Trotsky did, could not possibly 
share such sentiments. Indeed, the ex- 
amples and anecdotes recalled in 
Howe’s book show us not how sen- 
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sitive but how morally obtuse Trotsky 
could be. He was one of those who 
presided over the butchery of the 
Kronstadt rebels, which Howe calls 
“one of the darkest episodes in the 
history of early Bolshevism,” and he 
was one of the most zealous promoters 
of “war Communism,” which led to 
mass death in the countryside. To the 
end of his life Trotsky showed no 
remorse for his .actions during the 
1917-21 period. The end justified the 
means, but the end was never reached. 

In short, whether we judge Trotsky 
as a political analyst, an historian, an 
artist. or simply as a human being, it is 
difficult, after reading Howe’s book, 
to understand why Howe considers 
him “one of the titans of our 
century.” Howe’s criticisms of Trot- 
sky are so damning that they do not 
merely qualify his encomiums, they 
cancel them out. 

This does not mean that the book is 
without interest to those wanting in- 

sight into Trotskyism or M d s m .  Of 
Trotsky’s Terrorkm and Communbm 
Howe I‘emarks that “if there is any 
single text that supports those who 
believe Leninism and Stalinism to be 
closely linked or to form a line of con- 
tinuous descent” this is the one. And 
in the last chapter Howe suggests that 
Trotsky may have denigrated democra- 
cy and civil liberties because his mind 
was always on “the last analysis.” 
Thus, “in the last analysis democracy’ 
is a bourgeois superstructure.” 
Nothing, therefore, can be taken 
seriously on its own terms, and the 
tendency is to reduce such ideals as 
decency and compassion to the level of 
chimeras and “mystifications.” “Per- 
haps the trouble here has to do with a 
certain mode of Marxist thought,” 
Howe says. 

Or perhaps the trouble has to do 
with Marxism. Is there something in 
Marxism that makes people mean- 
spirited and cynical, makes them deaf 
to human cries if they seem to be com- 
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ing from “the dustbin of history”? Let this book, but he never even begins to 
us not rush to answer this question. Let answer it. It would have made a far 
us only say-and not worry about be- more interesting “political essay with a 
ing called “Red baiters” when we say narrative foundation” than this rather 
it-that it is a legitimate question. strange and self-annihilating monu- 
Howe comes very close to asking it in ment to Leon Trotsky. 

Albert Camus 
by Herbert R.  Lottman 
(Doubleday; xii + 753 pp.; $16.95) 

Edward J. Curtin, Jr. 
Only the great can move us as much by 
their failures as by their successes. 
Albert Camus was such a man. A true 
artist of his times, he tried to serve 
both beauty and suffering, to give 
“voice to the sorrows and joys of all.” 
If one speaks of his “failure,” it is only 
because what he understood by glory 
-“the right to love without lim- 
its”-&he great goal he sought, was an 
end most of us cannot even imagine. 

Albert Camus died at the age of 
forty-seven in a car crash at a point 
when he thought his true work had not 
even begun, when he still doubted his 
capacity to accomplish it. He felt that 
in his writing he had to hide behind a 
mask that stifled him. After his first 
few successes he was frequently moved 
“to think ahead to a time when there 
could again be criation en libelti,” 
when he would be able to speak his 
own truth without the mask of deper- 
sonalization. With the exception of 
The Fall, which was written in a sud- 
den explosion, he always suffered from 
an inability to write freely and truthful- 
ly in his own name, regularly experi- 
encing painful writer’s block. “I’m in- 
creasingly a prisoner of my form,” he 
had said, yet just before he died he 
achieved a breakthrough of sorts by 
making a good start on an auto- 
biographical novel, Le Premier 
Homme (“thus I imagine a first man 
who starts at zero”), written in a new 
“Faulknerian lyricism, with repetition 
of words.” He was finding a new voice 
when he died with much left unsaid. 

Nineteen years later we can see his 
life and works of art as a whole. In the 
end the living process becomes for 
others a finished product, a life to be 
mapped, a biography to be written. 

Herbert Lottman’s Camus is a heart- 
breaking story, in that sense fulfilling 
Camus’s definition of art as “a heart- 
break perpetually renewed.” 

Lottman is an  American who has 
lived for more than twenty years in 
Paris. Camus is obviously the result of 
many years of loving care and dili- 
gence. He has exhaustively researched 
his subject, talking to Camus’s friends 
and foes alike, leaving no  stone, as 
they say, unturned. Many previously 
published erroneous details are cor- 
rected. It is a fair and compelling por- 
trait of a man he clearly holds in high 
esteem, yet drawn in such a way that 
Lottman remains invisible throughout. 
In his lucid and comprehensive way he 
has chosen to concentrate on Camus’s 
life, not his works. It was a good deci- 
sion for a number of reasons, includ- 
ing the light it sheds on the relationship 
between Camus’s life and work, espe- 
cially the work he was struggling to ac- 
complish but never did. This is not 
spelled out in wearying detail, but 
enough hints are dropped that the 
reader is challenged to put the pieces 
together on his own. 

Camus thought of himself as “un 
voluptueaux puritain.” In a notebook 
of 1949 he wrote: “My chief occupa- 
tion despite appearances has always 
been love (its pleasures for a long time 
and, finally, its painful transports). I 
have a romantic soul and have always 
had trouble interesting it in something 
else.” But he did precisely that, writing 
many fine books that touched but nev- 
er fully explored the subject of love, 
his true obsession. For this austere and 
moral Don Juan (a character that al- 
ways intrigued him; “Why should it be 
essential to love rarely in order to love 

much?” he asked in The Myth of 
Sisyphus), this sensual man of con- 
science and honor, earned his reputa- 
tion by a life-long literary meditation 
on death in all its guises: disease (he 
was constantly threatened by tuber- 
culosis), murder, suicide, capital 
punishment (his thoughts here never 
more pertinent than today), war; 
deaths both “happy” and meaning- 
less, sudden and slow. Yet it was love 
he was struggling to express, in life and 
art, but his internal contradictions 
foiled him to the very end. He wanted 
to change his life, “to go beyond the 
concepts of limire. mesure,” to over- 
come the claustrophobia that was 
choking his life and his writing (he 
couldn’t ride the subway, began to suf- 
focate on the street), to write a book 
about love. But what he would term 
une mort imbecile prevented that. 

Lottman tells the story of this Ham- 
let (a role Camus prepared for as an  ac- 
tor) in painstaking detail. From his ear- 
ly days growing up in the ethnically 
mixed working-class neighborhood of 
Belcourt, Algiers, the pattern of an 
outwardly confident and proud man of 
charm and reserve is counterbalanced 
by the inwardly lonely and troubled 
soul who, according to a close woman 
friend, seemed most un-Mediter- 
ranean, and “avoided speaking of 
what really troubled him.” He ap- 
peared from the first as a man of 
honor, yet something of a dandy and 
an actor; a romantic who was always 
trying to control himself; an honest 
man who hated lies yet wore a mask to 

“. . . ‘a heartbreak perpetually 
renewed.’ ’’ 

protect himself; a sensual ascetic who 
loved women; a morose merrymaker; 
an atheist with a sense of the sacred 
who didn’t believe in a future life; a 
brave liberation fighter who couldn’t 
liberate himself; an aloof solitary who 
“needed constant companionship”; an 
athlete in a sick man’s body; a 
humanist who “didn’t wish to fight 


